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National geographic tahoe rim trail map

Free shipping for all orders, no matter what any minimums, no special codes, just free shipping all the time. Only within the continental US. Do you have any more questions? Check out the shipping FAQ. Huge panoramic views and the highest point on the TRT – Relay Peak Downloads &amp; More info Current Conditions Map –
Download PDF Water Source Info ascend to the highest point on the TRT between Brockway and Tahoe Meadows, TRT winds through dense forests, open meadows, and over the feet of ancient volcanoes. In the spring fields of yellow mules, ears sparkle against the backdrop of Lake Tahoe. This segment is prized for its spectacular
wind-whipped views of Lake Tahoe, sierra and carson range. The trail rises from Brockway for several kilometers and into dense and fragrant stands of pine, fir and tobacco brush. It passes through sun-sprinkled meadows, where bright flowers are supported by a distant view of the lake. The interior segment enters the Nevada and
Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest and treks along the volcanic peaks and slopes of the Mt. Rose Wilderness and includes the highest point on the TRT, 10,338' Relay Peak. Long ridge traverses provide horizon-vaulting, almost continuous views south across the entire Tahoe Basin and northwest across the Sierra to Mount Lassen and
beyond. As the route leaves the wilderness, through a saddle where views change from west to east, the 0.7 mile s spurs trail rises to the top of 10,490' Mt Houghton, offering sweeping views in all directions. Continuing on, the towering pine again concealed the trail along its descent to the base of the 130' waterfall, the highest on the trail. 
Tourists pass through the intersection of the trail to the top of Mt. Rose, and then continue to the parking lot at the Mt. Rose trail. Are you a member of TRTA? You get a 10% discount on your purchase! Use cart coupon code: TRTA Member Not a member? Join us now! A $15.00 40-page topographical map guide to the entire Tahoe Rim
Trail from National Geographic. This brochure contains supplies, cut descriptions, mileage, detailed height profiles, waterproof and tear-resistant. • Waterproof • Tear proof • Topographical mapProofed in 1978 and completed in 2001, the 175-mile Tahoe Rim Trail (TRT) encircles the beautiful Lake Tahoe Basin and passes through some of
the most remarkable scenery in the Sierra Nevada and Carson Ranges. For more than 50 miles the TRT coincides with the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT), a national scenic trail stretching from Canada to Mexico through the western United States. The lowest point along the TRT is approximately 6,200 feet above sea level, where the Truckee
River enters Lake Tahoe; highest point at Relay Peak, 10,398 feet. While the average increase in segment altitude is 5,400 feet, the total altitude increase for the entire route is greater than 40,000 feet. Teh The map guide is organized for clockwise travel along the Tahoe Rim Trail, which starts in Tahoe City. Each map page has a
detailed route profile that shows the altitude changes you encounter. TRT is highlighted and centered on every page so you can easily track your progress. The topographical map guide also contains detailed information about the eight standard parts of the TRT, each section is from 15 to 30 miles and covers about two pages of the map
guide. More convenient and easier to use than stacked maps, but national geographic's equally compact and lightweight brochures with Topographic Map Guide are printed on tear-resistant waterproof paper with stainless steel buckle. A full UTM grid is printed on the map to help with GPS navigation. Map Scale = 1:63,360 Compound
size = 4.25 x 9.38 By Tahoe Rim Trail Association National Recreational Trail Designation for Tahoe Rim Trail (TRT) includes a 96-mile 165-mile trail that runs along the ridges and mountain tops that surround the Lake Tahoe Basin. The trail is open to hikers, equestrian and in many areas, the Mountain Biker Trail offers spectacular views
of the lake and surrounding mountain peaks, forests and meadows. It winds through (California and Nevada, six counties, three national forests, and state park lands. The trail exists because of the dream and dedicated efforts of thousands of volunteers to plan, build and maintain the trail in collaboration and coordination with the U.S.
Forest Service and Nevada State Parks and other private and public entities. Construction of the trail began in 1984 and was completed in autumn 2001. This multi-purpose trail is open to hikers, equestrian and, in many areas, mountain bikers. The trail offers recreational opportunities for locals and visitors to the popular Lake Tahoe area,
a 45-minute drive from Reno and Carson City, Nevada, and within a 2-4-hour drive of the millions of people who live in Sacramento and the San Francisco Bay area of California. Access to the trail is provided by several trailheads throughout the catchment area, and information and interpretation of the trail and related resources can be
found at trailheads, visitor centers and many outdoor shops throughout the area. The Tahoe Rim Trail Association (TRTA), with the support of its members and volunteers, will be the trail administrator and administrator for future generations. Since its inception, more than 10,000 volunteers have given more than 200,000 hours to build and
maintain this wonderful public resource. Another key partner for TRTA is the Pacific Crest Trail Association (PCTA). TRT shares the 49 mile Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail (PCT) in order to connect the TRT loop around Lake Tahoe. TRTA is committed to maintaining a stretch of trail shared with the PCT. The two organisations work
together to ensure that each trail is as a national treasure and preserve the integrity of separate trails that arise from various recreational uses. The TRT project is a special example of joint efforts between public agencies and the non-profit organisation that oversees the trail project. In a very sensitive ecological and cultural area, such as
Lake Tahoe, this effort has taken many years. The partnerships that have been established to build this path are an excellent example of cooperation. Tahoe Rim Trail - East: 65 miles (NRT designated section)Starting at Tahoe Meadows Trailhead, at Hwy 431, the trail travels south at 21.8 miles through the National Forest and Nevada
State Park grounds. The trail winds through a relatively dry and sometimes sandy forest with many clear, open views of the Lake Tahoe basin and the northern Great Basin. Around Twin Lakes, 3 km from Lake Marlette and 0.5 miles from Spooner Lake, this part of the trail is a visual historical lesson from the Comstock mining era. This
part of the TRT was taken as part of the American Discovery Trail.After crossing Hwy 50, the trail continues south for 12.2 miles up through dense forests and out to an open, grassy ridge with sweeping views of Lake Tahoe. The terrain remains dry and rocky and follows the ridges to eventually cross Hwy 207. From here, the trail passes
through the heavenly ski resort and is quickly located in the forest. The trail runs 40km and follows the backbone of the Carson Mountains from open meadows to cool pine forests and wind-whipped mountain passes. Tree breaks offer panoramic views of Lake Tahoe and the Carson Valley. Star Lake with hemlock, 12 km from Kingsbury,
is popular for camping and fishing. The trail passes through Hwy 89 at Big Meadow Trailhead and gently passes through the undulation landscape for another 5 miles of curvature through dense forests and ancient lava flows of the upper truckee basin. Wild flowers carpet wide meadows and shallow lakes attract fishermen and picnics.
The eastern part of the Tahoe Rim Trail ends on a connection with the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail at Meiss Meadows. Mountain bikers give way to equestrian riders according to tahoe rim trail north rules: 31 Miles Starts at Brockway West Trailhead on Hwy 267, the trail travels west and south for 19 miles, meandering across aspen
and coniferous forests dotted with open slopes that provide rare but spectacular views of Lake Tahoe and the peaks lining the north coast. The cool, wild flowers lined the shores of Lake Watson and Creek (6 miles from Brockway) are refreshing places for fishing and picnicking. The trail then enters Tahoe City, via a single ascent to Lake
Tahoe, Truckee River. From Tahoe City, the trail winds through the forest to Page Meadows, intertwined with a series of alpine meadows. Then down Ward Creek to its springs, passes through a small seasonal waterfall which is an excellent place for photos or picnic. Climbing over the granite Ward Canyon, brilliant with wildflowers, for
spectacular views of the Sierra ridge, the Tahoe Rim Trail - North ends at Twin Peaks just before the intersection with the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail. For more information, contact the Tahoe Rim Trail Association • Waterproof • Tear proof • Topographic mapKnown in 1978 and completed in 2001, the 175-mile Tahoe Rim Trail
(TRT) encircles the beautiful Lake Tahoe Basin and passes through some of the most remarkable scenery in the Sierra Nevada and Carson Ranges. For more than 50 miles the TRT coincides with the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT), a national scenic trail stretching from Canada to Mexico through the western United States. The lowest point
along the TRT is... Read more • Waterproof • Tear proof • Topographic mapProof in 1978 and completed in 2001, the 175-mile Tahoe Rim Trail (TRT) encircles the beautiful Lake Tahoe Basin and passes through some of the most remarkable scenery in the Sierra Nevada and Carson Ranges. For more than 50 miles the TRT coincides
with the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT), a national scenic trail stretching from Canada to Mexico through the western United States. The lowest point along the TRT is approximately 6,200 feet above sea level, where the Truckee River enters Lake Tahoe; highest point at Relay Peak, 10,398 feet. While the average increase in segment altitude is
5,400 feet, the total altitude increase for the entire route is greater than 40,000 feet. The topographical map guide is organized for clockwise travel along the Tahoe Rim Trail starting in Tahoe City. Each map page has a detailed route profile that shows the altitude changes you encounter. TRT is highlighted and centered on every page so
you can easily track your progress. The topographical map guide also contains detailed information about the eight standard parts of the TRT, each section is from 15 to 30 miles and covers about two pages of the map guide. More convenient and easier to use than stacked maps, but national geographic's equally compact and lightweight
brochures with Topographic Map Guide are printed on tear-resistant waterproof paper with stainless steel buckle. A full UTM grid is printed on the map to help with GPS navigation. Show less less
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